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In this ipaper we present a detailed study c f the class of quasi-complete spaces. The re- 
laticnship of quasi-complete spaces to w A-BP: ces and p-spaces is investigated. Among our 
results we show that every regular quaskomykte space with a G$diagonal is a p-space 
and has a base of countable order. As a conse guence, it follows that a completely regular 
M-space with a G&agonal is homt;omorphic to a G&-set in the product of a metric space 
xd a compact Tz-space. Wlz also obtain vatio 1s developability ar,d metrizabiliay theorems 
for quasi-complete s;Iaces. 
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1. kntroduction 
Quasi-complete spaces were introduced by Creede [ 151 and fcjrm a 
natural gener&atic>n of both wA-space:s and p-spaces. It is show11 that 
most of the, w&known theorems folr w A-spaces and p-spaces can be ex- 
tenlded to quasi-complete spaces. 
In Section 3 we discuss the reMsmship of qitasi-complete spaces to 
both wd-spacf .s and p-r;paces. AL example is presented of a quasi-corn 
plete spxe which is not a WA-space nor’ a p-space. The major r 
this sect !cjn are that every regular , l:lllaasj-complete space with 
gonal is a p-space, and that every &x:fir Iable, quasi-co 
WA-space. 
* T’hese results sre contained iq the author’s Ph.D. I,Bissertaticn f 161, written un 
r!ion of Proxesx3 rank. G. Slaughter, Jr. 
** Present address: partment of Mathematics, .Y. 
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iscuss the developability and tne I’ 
any of our results follow im 
known theorems for w -spaces and p-spaces as a consequ 
suits of Section 2. e&ion we also give a negative a 
following question urke: Is every p-space which is 
developable space? Finally, in Section 5 we discuss sc)me 
ties of quasi-complete spaces, especially mappings of quasi-complete 
spaces. 
Unless otherwise stated no separation axioms are assumed; 
all regular and completely regular spaces are always assumed to be T, ) 
and paracompact means paracompact Ti . 
efinitions and preliminary resu . 
Let X be a set, V a cover of _X and .x an element of X. The union of 
all elements of Cu containing x is denoted by St& ?t ). The number of 
elements of %! containing x is denoted by ord(s, ?1). 
A space X is It cr’c~/o~~crrilc s/?tic’~’ i there is a sequence t cU,,> of 
covers of X such that, for each x E x’, the family (St& ‘u,) 1 H E 
neighborhood base at x. A regular developable space is called a Moore 
space. 
According to Bcrges [ 10 a s~;xe X is a wA-sl)a~c~ if there is a sequence 
Vkl,) of open coxrs of X such that if x,, E St(x, C&,), then the sequence 
C-x,,) has a cluster point. Cl opable space and every coun- 
pact space is :I 
, Arhangel’slcii defined p-spaces axi strict p-spaces using the 
Stone-- eech compactifica tion. However, VW will define p-spaces and strict 
p-spaces using the lollowing internal charactt~rization:s. 
ace X is called a p-~:~z~ce if there txists a sequemx 
satisfying mad itions (a) and (b) of 
A space X is called a stric f p-space if there exists a se- 
quence (($,,) 0; open covers of X satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 2.2. 
There are several advantages in adopting the internai characterizations 
as definitions for p-spaces and strict p-spaces. LJsing; these definitions, 
many of the basic implications become cluite transijarent. For example, 
the following are immediate: 
(1) Every developable space is a strict p-space. 
(2) Every strict p-space is a wh-space. 
(3) Every p-sp;ice is a quasi-complete ‘space. 
In addition, we no longer need assume cllmplete regularity when discus- 
sing p-spaces and strict p-spaces. Finally. we note that the internal char- 
ac erizations are exactly what have tIeen useful in obtaining developability 
thtorems for p-spaces and strict p-spaces (cf‘. [ 1 1,13,19] ). 
The following example js worth notin 5. 
Example 2.5. ,4 T2, devclop~ble spare L4ewe a sdrict y-spacel rdzich is 
’ not a p-spaw. Suppose denotes thlz real numbers, 
Let X = P U L, and ‘P the topolog:y O,II X l:enerated by the follokng sys- 
tem of neighborhoods: 
(1) If x E X and x E F, a baA &r-lent containing .Y is *i Eitciidean open 
disc contained in P. 
(2) If x E X and x E L 9 a basis r;lerrlien\t containing x is of the .form 
(x} :I (P n D), where D is a Euslidealyl opr!n disc around s. 
It is easy to see that (X, r) is a T2 ! ldevc.:lopable snace 
gular. Since sllquences of the form ( (x,, ,(,I)) do noi e 
a p-space. Thus (X, r) is a T2, depfreloii)aiblc space (t 
which is not a p-space. 
17 thle la!ker 112 ti c** e assuIn;ptlon of re~~~~~arit~, ever 
ace X is @-refinable [3 71 if for each open 
sequence ( V,I > of open refine 
there is an integer 12(x) sue 
metacompact space is 8-refina 
pact space is O-refinable. 
Pete spaces, p-s 
ef~n~t~on 3.1. A space 4;’ i’s called quasi-cor-tzplete it‘ there exists a se- 
quence ( (?lll? of open covers of X vdith the following property: if CC, > is 
any sequence with 
for some fixed point x E X. then the sequence (_Y~) has a cluster point. 
The sequence ( 9$) will be called. 3 q24askontplete :;equerzce for X. 
Cree2e 115 J introduced quasi-complete spaces and proved the follow- 
ing : 
3.2. A wgtdar sl;ace X is a Moore space if urtd ortly if X is a 
semi-stratifiabk, qud-con@kte sivace, 
The 
needed 
erizations of quasi-camp 
roof of the first is straightforward 
ihete sp aces will be 
and is omit ted. 
a 3.3. A spav is qlrasi-complete if arrd only if there exists a se- 
qirww ( Sn > of c-yet1 cow=s of X wch that, (f’.‘t-’ E G, E arzd (x, > is a 
seq24mce witi? x, E i* t~l~~~2 ( Y, ) clusters. 
A 3!3accp X is quasi-complete if afrd only if tl2ere is a sequence 
bl cot’vs of x sarisj)+i’g tlze f~~~~~~wii?g conditiofi : 
(x, > is a seqtmce such tl2at, for some fixed poil2t x E X, 
ere is a subsequence :x l,;)ISl of !z, > a2 a 6/, E 2'; SUCk that 
(Xljjj'=1 C UI- e may assume, of c8ur:lle, that 1 j 32 j for all jO Si 
lj > j, 
Thus there is a subsequence (x~~&,, of the sequence ( xIj b12 and a 
U2 E Cu; such that (Xzj>im= :‘I C U2: Also: we may assume that 2j 2 lj for 
j> 2. 
Continuing in this manner, we cm construct subseauences ( nXnji\yzn 
for each fz satisfying: 
(i) :X, j)im=n is a subsequence af ix{, _l)I 4” I=n ;
(ii) 9j> (n - 1)jk . . . > lj> jf0r jZ3 n; 
(iii) there is a Un E %h such that (x, ;)pn c h/n. 
Now consider the subsequence (x,,, )F=:i’ of ( x, ). For each TI, put z,, := x,,. 
Then, by the above construction, we have 
Since X is quasi-complete, the seqllt:nce (z,~> has a cluster point and! 
therefore so does (x, ). E 
Clearly every w&space is quasi-c~~~mplete, and it follows imme4ka.tely 
from Lemma 3.3 that every p-space is q~lk-complete. That the reverse 
implications are false is the content of tille next example. 
ple 3.5. A completely regv’dr qum 
space y2or a p-space. Let Xl be the 
The space X, is a completely regular, cc3 
WA-space) which is not. a p+,pace. Lelt .X 
s a 1rscaIly comp;rct ’
b;,l. Y =: X, X X. Sine 
d a p-space is quask:rJmplete [ 171, V is 
On the other hand, Y is certainly not a, w 
is ex e was pointed out to lthc aI 
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“iYe 3ext investigate con i&ions under which a quasi-co 
r a w A-space OF a p-s ce. Applications of these res 
ace X is said to have a 
every x E X. The s 
4x9 . E::0y regdaar yiiirsi-complete space rvittl Iz C,-diagonal is 
a p-space. 
Let ( 9,) be a quasi-complete seque 
,-diagona! 
e for X, ard let ( 
sequence for X. For each 2, E 
i = 1, . ..) II). 
Then it is easy to verify that t Cu fl> is a sequence of open covers satisfy- 
ing: 
(a) VIZ,,, is a quasi-complete sequence for X; 
> is a G,-diagonal sequence for X; 
n.+l < V,, for every M E 
rh’ere is an open cover 94, such that 
show that the sequence ( w,l) of open 
covers satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2. I, thus &owing 
it is a p-space. So sup _Wn E Q7,q surh that x E W,, . 
or condition (a), we n W I W E 99,) < ?c, we have 
c .ln%ition (b), we su 
A, for Cixed pz and i 
that (x,> is a 
an inmecli\ate conse- 
hgata [ 25 ? Theose 
As an immediate consequmce of this result we have: 
The next result was obtained indepemlenlly by Tanaka in [ 351. 
ever, we sketch a somewhat diff’erent prmf using Lemma 3;.4. 
. For a b” *refinable space I?‘, the fol!o wing are eyutvakw ,P: 
(a) X is a quasi-mmplete space; 
(b) X is a WA-space. 
roof. It suffices to shovN (a) * fb). Let I ‘1L, ) be: ,a sequence of open 
covers of X satisfying condition (*) in E.~mnn~a 3;.(4. Since X is O-refinable, 
we can constrtict, by induction on 12, a ~lIE:qumz:: aIf opm covers 
>, for ezh n E N, satisfyinli;s, the following r:onditions: 
(i) W ,z i < 
1 6: k < fl’- 1; 
Q, for all j and W,l,j < &Q h for 1 < ,i c.” N - 1 and , 
(ii) for each ,‘; E X and n E , there it; an integer j SUC;~ t 
ord(x, Wv,i) < 03. 
For each n E: , let fJn = ‘)9, 1. Then it cz n be show at , 
w A-sequence for X. 0 
br G! re ‘,, 
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(3) X is a strict p-space; 
(b) X is a p-.;pace ; 
(c) X is a quasi-complete space; 
is a w&space. 
f. The only implication requiring comment is (d) * (a). That 
(a) is the content of [ 19, Lemma 3.51. This result was also known 
rke (see [ 1 I, Remark 1.93). D 
We remark that the equivalence of (a), (b) and (d) Iwas proved by Burke 
[ 111 for completely regular spaces. The technique th;lt we used is quite 
different. Our proof is entirely an internal argument, whereas Burke’s 
proof shows (b) ~3 (a) using /3X. Also, Corollary 3.11 sINas stated in both 
133 ] and [ 35 ] for cmnpletely regular spaces. 
.A space X is called &compact [3] if every closed ,:ountably compact 
subset of X is comya,ct. According to [ 373, every B-rclfinable Tr-space 
is isocompact. The proof of the next result is analogcus to the proof of 
I1 1, Theorem 1.41 (see also [ 33, Lemma 31). 
Theorem 3.12. If X is a regular isocompact space, thr following are equi- 
valen t : 
(a) X is a p-space, 
d b) X is a quasi-conlpktc space. 
.9 we exhibit a p-space which is isocE!lmpact but not a 
ce. Since this space cannot be e-refinable by CIorollary 3.1 1, the 
cliass of isocompact spaces is strictly larger than the class of o-refinable 
spaces. This example also shows that &refinabiPity cannot be replaced 
by isocompactness in Theorem 3. I. 0. 
we ty an eta. -co 
wc:re introduced by 
and sufficient c:onditio 
Since every p etrixhle [8] j we have tk 
following result. ; a:,1268 Okuyama [28-j. 
CorollaFy 2. A space is metrizdde iJ md wdy if it is I& pamcompact, 
quasi-cmnple te s[wci~ with a 6, -d~agotwl. 
A cover CR of $3 space X is called po~~;~twparating provided that if 
p # q are points in X, there is :;orne U E “?C such that p E U and q C$ U. 
Using Theorem 3.10, the next result it; ;3n immediate conselquence of
[ 19, Theorem 3.71. 
Theorem 4.3. A reguhr @-refinable, q::,~als:~-~lomllZete spac  with a p~;;h~ 
countablle, point-separatin.g open cove 1’ is a Moore space. 
The following result, eslientially due to Nagata [249, actually gen- 
eralizes Corollan* 4.2. 
llary 4.4. A ,pacc is metrizable if md Ion/y if ip: is a paraco~pact, 
quasi-complete space wit!: a pain t-cm fl tt5W ,, ti, p6pin i-separa tkng open ccl wr. 
Cordlary 5. A regular space X is me~‘~i;~al’de i”l’and on& if x is a st 
jiuble [ 91, quasi-cornpie te space. 
Proof. Since X is stratifiable, X is semi~.a;tra’tifi.~$le and hence 2 
space by Theorem 3.2. But every stratii fkblle space is paracom~act i 14 I . 
‘I’lw X is metrhble. 0: 
efore presenting the next result <of this section v\: need SCJVB~ a. 
al definitions. Let X be a space, an,13 cl! : .X X X + which satisfies: 
Forx,y EX: 
( 1) d(x, y) > 0 and d(x, J* 
(2) d(x y) = dd y, 
The fu~r~ct~o~ cd is ca 
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(3) A C X is closed in X if and only if 
d(x, A) = inf{d(x, 2) 1 z E A} > 8 
for any x E x - A. 
The fvJnction 0’ is called a ,s:emi-metric for X prov ded : 
(3’) For A c X9 x E 2 if and only if d(x. A) = 0. 
clearly every semi-metrizable space is symmetrizabl e. 
A space X is called a q-spatce [ 221 if for each x E X there is a sequence 
(g,(x)> of open neighborhook of x such that if (x’,; > is a sequence with 
x, E g,(x), then (xN) cluster:;. It is easy to show thk; t every quasi-cQm- 
plete space is a q-space. 
We also -.eed the following: lemma, the statemenl of which is stronger 
than necessary, but is interesting in itself. 
roof. It suffices to prove the sufficiency, and this requires only shov+ 
ing that each point x E X is II Gb. For each x E X, kt (gn (x)> be a se- 
quence of open neighborhocds of x illustrating tha:: A’ is a q-space. By 
regularity, for each x E X there is an open set U,(x) such that 
x G U,(x) c U,(x) c g1 (x) 
Also, by induction on 12, there is an open set cl,(x) such that 
-- 
for each rz 2 2. 
Let: 
q-x = 
n=l 
U,(x)= 
n=l 
u,(.u, 
&or each x E X. Now clearly Cx is countably camp xt, and, since Cx is 
a closed subset of the ~ymmetrizable space X, Cx i j; symmetrizable. 
untably compact, symmetrizabl 2-space is compact [ 26, ~.lorollary 
and thus metrizable [ 2, } be an oIxn base 
and let V&Y) ) n cx = l&(x). 
thus showing chat {x} a’s a G, in 
are first countable [Xl], X is first COE 
he necessity is oil Jious. Sincz ~:very quasi-complete sp 
the sufficiency fF.Ilows b:\r usi~~g Lemma1 4.6 apd Theorem. 3.2. 13 
We note that Lemma 4.61 and 1’1~~0r~~rlfl 4.7’ generalize 1 1 It, Proposition 
1~31 and [ 11, Theorem 1.1’1) respectively. The proof of Lemma 4.61 is 
somewhat si.milar to the proof of I. 1 I! T Proplosition 1.61. 
A collection 9 of closed subset::; of ai space X is called a ct-flee [ 32.1 
for X, if for distinct points x, y o.F’.X thjere is an F E 9 such that x E F 
and y C$ F. A space with a <II-cfosu:re preserving et-net is called a #-space 
[ 321. In [ 111, Burke showed that: a regular wb,-space is a Moore spatce 
if and only if it is a a’#-space, and ;“ol,%ec.i if U-Cis result were true for p-spaces. 
We answer this question in the nep:at in:, usi.n,g an example of Burke [ 121. 
We shall need the following chara&eriii,at;ion of 4 ‘%paces, essentially due 
to Heath. 
.9. A loca!ly coYIY2pQCt l:*7 o ‘-siDt3Ce ~hkh is not a Moore S/WCS. 
As a space with the required properties, we submit the space X = Z (.J 
of Burke [ II 21. We refer the read:::r to ‘Burke’s paper for the deGni.tion 
of X, and for th: related notatilzrl. ‘ffhi#: space X is topologized as folll 
Hf x E X and x E Z’, then (x) is a ne:ighblorhood of x. 
Ifx E -4, sayx = lil E SIP!. then\ U c X is a neighborhood o
only if II E li anA U ~%ntains. all 1~1: a finite number of el 
/I E d, put /3, :L {a( 1‘1, a(2 ), . . .} , where n(i) E 
For each n E and .Y E X, de he gF1 (A) as folio 
(1) if x E k, let g,r:x) == (,x!, 
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(2)ifx=A E &let 
g,(A) = { 4) u [A - (a(l), a(2), “.) a(n)) 
ite! it follows that, if 
~=lgn(x) = {x) for all x E X, so condition (i) of Lemn a 4.8 is satisfied. 
QW suppose y E J?,(X). If X = I:; E s4, then y f Z, and 0~s 
g,,(y) = {y} c g,(x). Thus condtion (ii) of Lemma 4.8 k satisfied. Hence 
X is a ar#-space. 
We now meneion some further properties of the space X: 
(1) Since every Z.ocally compact T2-space is a p-space, X is a p-space 
and &us quasi-cor@ete. 
(2) For each X E X, (g,(X)> is a neig borhood base a : x. Therefore X 
is nllsaci-metriT=lhle (CPP 12 1 n 2*? l\ HPnrP X ic ? lnrallv rnmnc-:,-t T, ‘1”UL.S a..wwaaUUVL1 1”“” L v a ) y . ax., J ,. 1 I”.LYY L. 89 u aVYW*., VV*‘affbcwL c 2 , 
quasi-met rizabr .e space which is not a Moore space. y 134, Theorem 
3. I 1, II is not a strong quasi-metric space. 
(3) The space X has the property that closed countably compact sub- 
sets are compact. For suppose C C A' is closed and couritably compact. 
Since C is a @-space, C is a countably compact, &spar:e and thus com- 
pact. Z” IS A’ is an isocompact space which is not &refinable. 
(4) The space X is not a P-space [ 191. If X were a P-slate, X would 
be semi-stratifiable by [ 19, Theorem 5.21. By Theorern 3.2, X would be 
a Moore qjrk,:, which it is not. Thus X is an example of a locally com- 
pact Tz-space which is not a P-space. 
In [ 381, Zenor introduced the concept of a monotor ically normal 
space. A space A’ is called morrotonically norma if therl: is a function G 
which assigns to each ordered pair (H, K) of disjoint closed subsets of 
;I( an open set G(H, K) such that: 
(a) H c G(H, K) c G(H, K) c K; 
(b) if (k?‘, K’) is another ordere!d pair of disjoint close 1 sets with 
> K’, then G(H, K) c G(H’, K’). 
ortant applications of monotone normality is t 
following: 
[ 18 3. A space .X is meirizabie i,f and 0pzlJ if X is a mono- 
-space with a G,-diagonal. 
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a 42, -diagonal, X is a p-space 
s metrizable. c3 
e remark that 
open questions: 
. I 1 is inZeres :ing in light of the followi 
(1) Is every M-space with a G,-diagonal metrizable‘? 
(2) Is every WA-space with a G,-tl i;lgonal developable? 
The answer to these questions is not even known for collectionwise 
normal spaces; but in view of Theorex 4.11 the answer is “yes” for 
monotonically normal spaces. Reca!l that i: monotonically normal space 
is collectionwise normal [ 181. 
The proof of the following result is’ essentially the same: as that for 
we-spaces and p-spaces appearing in [ IS]. 
The remaining results of this section are imrnt Jiate consequences of 
analogous results obtained in [ 73 for \vlre-sliaces and p-spaces’ . The 
reader 1;. referred to [ 71 for the appropriate definitions. 
Theorem 4. I.3. Every regulczr qrmi-co,v;!plete space X with a G,dio- 
gonad has a h&e of COUPZ table order (md hence s quasi-uniform bccx 
121 I)* 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, X is a p-space, But a p-space with a G&--diagonal 
has a base of countable order [ 7, Theorem 3.31 s [J 
We remark that [7, Theorem 3.31 rt.!quires that a p-space be corn- 
pletely regular. Using the definition o I’ p-+ce as given in 
2.3, a similar proof can be given using only regularity. 
As an application of Theorem 4.13 we hive the following. 
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r quasi-developable sp 
announced resu It of 
e following ccrollary to a re- 
e also [ 7, CoriAlary 3.2 
. A reg~rdr, &refinable quasi-developable sivace is a Moore 
space if and only if it is. quasi-complete. 
y Theorem 3. IO, X is a w -space and hence the resu 
Corollary 3.2 1. q 
ies of aquasi-complete spaces 
Clearly eve4 y closed subset of a quasi-complete space is qu:isi-complete. 
s the Mlowing exa le shows, ‘ihis 1;k_2 not be ehe case for F,-sub- 
sets. 
first countzble. 
space need mt be 
act!! Ficat ion of 
It k clear that 
were quasi-com- 
A is lot even 
ces. VQe assume all 
8'7 
for some fixed point X.E X. We may assum,e, without loss of ge.r!ea*ality, 
that Xi 3t .Yj if i # j. FOS sake of contradiction suppose (X,) does not 
have a cluster point. Then {xll 112 > I ] is a closed discrete subset of X. 
For each N, put & = f(&). 
!f (I’,,) is a finite sequence, say (y,J = (:rnt, yF12, . .. . yn,>, thrn 
LX,,) c 1 f -‘( y,,,.) which is co:untably cr,,mpact. Thus the sequence 
Lu, > has a cluster point and we have ‘cl contradiction. So we rJLkiy assume 
that ali the ~9~ are distinct. Sincle f is a clo:‘ed map, the set {y,* 1 t2 > 111 
is closed in Y. %u t
and thus some J’i is a cluster point. I h fallows that (yi+l, g”i+z, . . . ) is not 
a closed set and we have a contradicl:ion. Thus X is quasi-complete. Cl 
xan;ple 5.3. The? perfect image of a qwawcomplete space need rzot be 
qzmi-ccwvlete. IIn [ 36], Worrell con,;JruciIed ap-space X and a perfect 
mapping frc\rn X onto a space Y which is r ot a p-space. It can also be 
:tt )/ is not quasi-complete. (Since the basic const -uction of 
this example is quite complicated, tl-,.e reac,Ier is referred to i lb] for the 
de tails. 
It is worth notinq that the followi~~~g set,tms to be an open question: 
Is the perfect im,lge of a wA+pace a s\\rA-sl:jace? The space .A’ im 
example is not a w -space, so thk exalmpl ewill not suffice. 
The c mqpact, opetz 
m 2.51. Benner:I: constructs an 
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of a non-metrizabk, ly paracornpact space 
at most two-to-one pre-image of a compact metric space. At fo 
[V, Theorem 21 t at X is a G-space and thus semi-stratifr 
quasi-complete, X vuld be developable by Theore 
would be metsizable, which it is not. 
he fo1lowin.g qu.estion remains open: Is the open finir eta-one i 
of a quasi-complete space quasi-complete? 
Ftnall:t, we refer the reader to [ 171 for a discussion or the product 
ty 0” qu:.si-complete spaces. We simply mention that quasi-complete 
spacl=s arz not even finitely productive. In [ E 71, various hecessary con- 
d.i tions are $ven which guarantee countable productivity I
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